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Welcome to the March 2019 edition 
of M&A Matters 
A new year brings a new edition of M&A Matters. 

We begin the first edition of 2019 with  
Robert Norris and Mark Eaton providing  
an update on the Corporate Interest  
Restriction legislation, and the impact of  
the proposed revisions for companies in  
the M&A sector. 

Changes in the Non-Resident Capital  
Gains Tax (NRCGT) regime are discussed  
by Peter Beckett and Hiten Lad and how  
they will affect real estate structuring  
going f orwards.  

Turning to VAT, Philippe Gamito and  
Kevin Carletti provide key takeaways for  
tax payers from the abortive takeover  
in Ryanair and abortive sale of shares in  
C&D F oods. 

Sean Randall discusses the consultation on  
Stamp Duty relating to the introduction of  
the “deemed market value” rule applying  
to transfers of listed securities between  
connected parties, and the potential impact  
of the new proposals.  

Mike Lavan from KPMG’s Employment  
Tax team t alks us through changes to the  
IR35 legislation.  

Finally, Michael Everett and Peter Casey  
provide insight into the latest changes to  
lease accounting, including the impact on  
DTAs/DTLs and forecasting models.  

As ever, we hope you will enjoy this edition  
of M&A Tax Matters. If you would like  
further detail on the articles in this, or any  
previous issue, please call us, the authors,  
or your usual KPMG contact. 

Alistair Haley 
Partner, Corporate Tax 
KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7694 4383 
E: alistair.haley@kpmg.co.uk 

Rupert Lee 
Manager, Deal Advisory, Tax 
KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 3078 3156 
E: rupert.lee@kpmg.co.uk 
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Recent changes to the CIR rules and 
M&A transactions 
In this article we consider some of the changes to the corporate interest restriction (CIR) rules included in 
Finance Bill 2019 which are relevant to M&A transactions. 

– Non-UK resident companies carrying
on a UK property business are
due to come within the charge to
corporation tax from April 2020
and will become subject to the CIR
rules. Certain amendments to the
CIR rules apply by reference to 29
October 2018 and must be taken into
account when amending existing
funding arrangements or funding new
property investments.

– More generally, HMRC have made
various changes to simplify and
improve the operation of the CIR
rules which will be helpful where a
CIR group is acquired.

UK property business coming 
within the charge to corporation 
tax from 6 April 2020 

Finance Bill 2019 includes draft legislation 
applying UK corporation tax rules to non-
UK resident companies carrying on a UK 

property business etc. which is due to 
apply from 6 April 2020. 

Guarantee arrangements 

When applying the CIR rules, funding 
provided by related parties and third party 
funding guaranteed by a related party 
may be treated less favourably than third 
party funding. 

Draft legislation provides that certain 
guarantees etc. entered into prior to 29 
October 2018 will be grandfathered by 
amending existing relieving provisions. 
As a result, third party funding may not 
be tainted by a guarantee etc. from a 
related party. This is potentially relevant 
for assessing the CIR position where the 
group ratio method is to be applied or 
the public infrastr ucture exemption is to 
be claimed. 

If a non-UK resident company is impacted  
by a guarantee etc. which is expected  
to fall within one of the grandfathering  
provisions from 6 April 2020, the  
grandfathering treatment may be foregone  
if the arrangements are amended on or  
after 29 October 2018 such that it cannot  
be said that the financial assistance  
was provided before 29 October 2018.  
Whether this is the case is likely to  
depend on the nature and extent of  
the c hanges. 

Targeted anti-avoidance rule 

The rules for UK property businesses  
coming within the charge to corporation  
tax have a targeted anti-avoidance rule  
(“the UK property business TAAR”) which  
applies to an arrangement entered into on  
or after 29 October 2018 where the main  
purpose or one of the main purposes is  
to secure a tax advantage related to the  
coming into force of these rules. 

© 2019 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International 
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When implementing new arrangements 
or amending existing arrangements, 
consideration will need to be given to the 
potential application of the TAAR. Since 
this is a test of the main purposes, the 
potential application will be determined, in 
part, by the factual position. 

For CIR purposes, there is an exclusion 
from the UK property business TAAR for 
certain arrangements to secure a benefit 
under the CIR rules. This applies if, in 
connection with the coming into force 
of the new corporation tax treatment for 
UK property businesses etc., a company 
enters into an arrangement effected by 
taking only ordinary commercial steps 
in order to secure the benefit of a relief 
expressly conferred by the CIR rules and 
securing the tax advantage is wholly 
consistent with the policy objectives of 
the CIR rules. 

If these conditions are satisfied, the CIR 
tax advantage will not be counteracted 
under either the UK property business 
TAAR (for arrangements entered into 
on or after 29 October 2018) or by the 
TAAR in the CIR regime (whenever the 
arrangements were entered into). 

The drafting here is similar to transitional 
provisions applicable to the existing 
CIR TAAR and we would hope that the 
helpful HMRC guidance on this may 
also apply in relation to the UK property 
business TAAR. 

Changes to the existing CIR rules 

Following the introduction of the CIR rules 
with effect from 1 April 2017, a number 
of practical issues have been identified 
and HMRC is making changes to address 
some of these. 

Carry forward of interest allowance 
and excess debt cap where a CIR 
group is acquired 

Under the existing CIR rules, where an 
ultimate parent company of a CIR group 
ceases to be the ultimate parent of the 
group, the CIR group will cease to exist 
and any carried forward unused interest 
allowance and excess debt cap will be 
lost. This is the case even if there is no 
change in the ultimate ownership of 
the CIR group, e.g. where a new top 
company is inserted by way of share-for-
share exchange. 

New provisions are being inserted in the 
CIR rules to allow the unused interest 
allowance and excess debt cap to be 
carried forward from an old CIR group to 
a new CIR group where there is a change 
in ultimate parent because of a “qualifying 
takeover”. This term is linked to an existing 
rule in the “change in ownership” rules 
and is satisfied, broadly, where the 
shareholders’ proportional interest in the 
shareholdings in the new top company 
mirrors their interest in the existing 
ultimate parent company of the old group. 

The amendments have effect in relation to 
a change in ownership taking place on or 
after 29 October 2018. 

Time limit for submitting an interest 
restriction return  

Where an entire CIR group is acquired 
part way through what would otherwise 
have been the group’s CIR period of 
account, one of the challenges with 
the CIR rules is that this will cause the 
CIR period of account to terminate, 
and therefore accelerate the deadline 
for filing an interest restriction return in 
relation to that period. 

For example, suppose a group with a 
30 September year end is acquired on 
31 October 2018 and the accounts and 
computations continue to be prepared 
to 30 September. The group would be 
required to submit an interest restriction 
return for the one month to 31 October 
2018 by 31 October 2019, even though the 
computations for the period including that 
one month period are not required to be 
submitted until 30 September 2020. 

Finance Bill 2019 amends the rules so 
that where a CIR period of account of 
a group ends solely as a result of the 
ultimate parent of the group becoming a 
member of a different worldwide group, 
within 12 months of the beginning of the 
affected period, the filing date for the 
interest restriction return for that period 
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will be the later of (i) the normal 12 month  
deadline from the end of the (affected)  
CIR period of account and (ii) 24 months  
after the beginning of the (affected) CIR  
period of account.  

Following the Finance Bill change, the  
interest restriction return may typically  
be filed at the same time as the  
computations, i.e. by 30 September 2020  
in the example above. 

The proposed amendment will apply  
where the existing CIR group is acquired  
after 29 Oct 2018. 
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Non-Resident Capital Gains Tax - 
overview and application to CIVs 
From April 2019 non-UK residents will be subject to UK tax on gains arising from direct or indirect disposals of 
all types of UK land and interests in UK property rich entities. 

This is a significant expansion of the 
current NRCGT rules which apply in only 
limited circumstances to direct disposals 
of residential properties. It therefore 
represents a fundamental change to 
the existing regime. This is a topic that 
will impact all overseas investors in UK 
property, including real estate funds. In 
this article, we have summarised the key 
features of the legislation but note that 
there are intricacies and complexities in 
the legislation that need to be considered 
on a case by case basis. 

Overview 

Unless an exemption applies, a non-
resident will be subject to UK tax on gains  
arising from disposals made on or after 6  
April 2019 of: 
a. interests in UK land; and

b. interests in entities deriving at least
75% of their value from UK land (i.e.

‘UK property rich’ entities) where the 
investor has a 25% or more interest 
in the property rich entity. 

However, the 25% de minimis will not  
be applicable in the case of interests in  
UK property rich collective investment  
vehicles (CIVs) (see below). 

Where an investor makes a chargeable  
disposal, they must report this disposal  
and make a payment on account of the  
capital gains tax due within 30 days. 

Rebasing 

To ensure that only gains in respect of  
appreciation in value after 6 April 2019  
are subject to UK tax, there will be a  
rebasing for tax purposes for both direct  
and indirect interests in UK land on 5  
April 2019. It will however be possible to  
elect for historical cost to be used when  
calculating gains, where this is greater  

than the 5 April 2019 valuation. For indirect 
disposals, where historical cost is used 
and it gives rise to a loss rather than a 
gain, the loss is not allowable for offset 
against any other gains. 

Whilst we understand that HMRC will not 
necessarily require formal valuations to 
have been undertaken at 5 April 2019, we 
recommend that investors consider what 
valuation evidence they have available 
to support April 2019 valuations, if it is 
possible to value both direct and indirect 
interests in land and whether this needs 
to be bolstered. We expect that such 
valuation evidence will be important in the 
case of a future challenge from HMRC and/ 
or in the case of a due diligence where 
a property rich entity is disposed (e.g. 
when negotiating a latent capital gains tax 
discount with a future purchaser). 

© 2019 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International 
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Applicable tax rates 

Non-residents realising chargeable gains  
post 5 April 2019 will be taxed as follows:  
– Non-resident companies will be

subject to corporation tax at 19%
(17% from April 2020).

– Non-resident individuals disposing
of non-residential property will be
subject to capital gains tax at 10 or
20% depending on their marginal
rate. Gains realised on disposal of
residential property will be subject
to capital gains tax at 18% or 28%,
depending on their marginal rate.

– Non-resident trusts disposing of
non-residential property will be
subject to capital gains tax at 20%;
whereas gains realised on disposal of
residential property will be subject to
capital gains tax at 28%.

Available exemptions 

Certain classes of investors will be  
outside the scope of NRCGT, including  
sovereign immune investors and  
overseas pension schemes that meet  
specific criteria. In addition, qualifying  
institutional investors (QIIs) that qualify  
for enhanced relief under the Substantial  
Shareholdings Exemption (SSE) rules will  
be able to benefit from relief from NRCGT  
where they (or entities owned wholly/ 
partly by QIIs) dispose of UK property  
rich entities (with no requirement for  

the entity to be trading), provided the  
SSE conditions are met. QIIs include  
registered pension schemes, life  
assurance businesses, sovereign wealth  
funds, charities, investment trusts,  
authorised investment funds and e xempt  
unauthorised unit trusts.  

Interaction with tax treaties 

HMRC recognises that the UK’s taxing  
rights under certain double tax treaties  
may not allow the UK to tax all non-
resident investors (depending on their  
jurisdiction of residence) on gains that  
they realise from the disposal of UK  
property rich entities. Whilst this is unlikely  
to be the case for direct disposals of UK  
land, there are certain tax treaties that do  
not include a securitised land provision,  
and hence do not allocate taxing rights to  
the UK for gains realised on the disposal  
of property rich entities. The most notable  
tax treaty that does not currently have a  
securitised land provision allocating taxing  
rights to the UK is the UK-Luxembourg  
treaty, however we understand that this is  
currently being re-negotiated.  

Anti-forestalling rules apply and will allow  
HMRC to counteract tax advantages  
arising from the provisions of double  
tax treaties, where the tax payer has  
entered into abusive arrangements (from  
November 2017).  

Trading exemption 

The legislation provides for a specific  
exemption from NRCGT in relation to  
the disposal of companies that are UK  
property rich, but where this property  
is used for trading purposes. Whilst the  
legislation is drafted quite widely on this  
point, we understand that HMRC expects  
this exemption to apply where there is a  
disposal of an ongoing trade where UK  
property is amongst the assets. It would  
be sufficient for the qualifying trade to  
be carried on by a company connected  
with the UK property rich company, but  
the seller must have the expectation for  
the trade to be carried on for a significant  
period of time following the disposal  
(here w e understand that the purchaser  
or a member of the purc haser’s group  
would be expected to carry on the  
qualifying trade).  

Collective investment vehicle (CIV)  

HMRC has responded to the property  
industry’s concerns about inequitable  
results for collective investment vehicles  
by creating a specific subset of rules to  
determine how the NRCGT rules should  
apply to UK property rich CIVs. The  
purpose of these rules is broadly 
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to exempt gains on disposals made  
by CIVs but to tax the investors on the  
disposal of their holdings in the CIV. The  
definition of a CIV is broad and includes  
the following: 
– Collective Investment Schemes

as defined in s235 FSMA 2000,
including limited partnerships

– Alternative Investment Funds per Reg 
3 AIFMR 2013 (SI 2013/1773)

– UK REITs

– Non-resident companies with
features similar to UK REITs

Entities that fall to be CIVs per this  
definition will by default be treated as  
companies for the purposes of the NRCGT  
rules, with the exception of partnerships. 

A CIV will be treated as property rich  
where a disposal of an interest in that CIV  
would be treated as a disposal of a UK  
property rich asset, deriving 75% or more  
of its value from UK property.  

Investors in UK property rich CIVs will  
not benefit from the 25% de-minimis  
ownership exemption, such that all  
disposals of interests in UK property  
rich CIVs will be within the scope of  
NRCGT (subject to the availability of any  
relevant e xemptions). 

There are two elections that can be  
made in respect of CIVs: a transparency  
election and an exemption election.  

Transparency election 

A transparency election can only be  
made by an offshore income transparent  
CIV (e.g. JPUTs and Lux FCPs). By  
making a transparency election, the  
CIV will be treated as a partnership for  
NRCGT purposes (but not other taxes),  
hence pushing the level of taxation up  
to investors. Making a transparency  
election eliminates commercial concerns  
of investors suffering a discount for latent  
capital gains where CIVs are disposed  
of and also allows investors in the CIV to  
benefit from any exemptions that they  
may be entitled to. 

Statement of Practice D12 (SP D12) will  
apply to determine how chargeable gains  
are calculated in respect of transparent  
elected funds. In this respect, we  
note that care should be taken to fully  
understand the consequences of making  
this type of election and how tax charges  
could arise on changes of investors in  
the CIV, their respective interests in the  
CIV and on disposal of their interests  
in the CIV. Notably, HMRC’s current  
interpretation of SP D12 could result  
in investors disposing of an interest in  
a transparent elected CIV being taxed  
on proceeds equivalent to any actual  
consideration received plus the investor’s  
proportionate interest of the balance  
sheet value of the CIV’s underlying assets.  

The election is irrevocable and all  
Investors must consent to the election  
being made. The time limit for making  
the election is 12 months from the CIV  
first becoming UK property rich (or by 5  
April 2020 for a UK property rich CIV in  
existence at 5 April 2019). The election will  
apply retrospectively to cover disposals  
from 5 April 2019 or the date the CIV is  
formed (if later).  

It is expected that the transparency  
election will only be suitable for CIVs  
that have a limited number of investors,  
where those investors are not expected to  
change over time.  

Exemption election  

The exemption election can be made by a 
CIV which is a qualifying UK property rich 
company or by a partnership (including 
a UK partnership), in respect of one or 
more UK property rich companies that it 
owns (provided it owns at least 99% of 
the shares). 

In order to make the election one of 
the three following conditions must be 
met: (1) the CIV must meet the genuine 
diversity of ownership condition (as 
defined in the Offshore Funds (Tax) 
Regulations 2009); or (2) the entity is a 
body corporate, not close, and its shares 
are regularly traded on a recognised 
stock exchange; or (3) The company must 
meet the non-close condition and the UK 
tax condition. 
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Non-close condition 
– Companies will meet the non-close

condition if they are (1) not controlled
by 5 or fewer investors, or (2) are
so controlled but only because
one of the investors is a qualifying
institution. Note that the qualifying
institution must itself be non-close.

UK Tax condition 
– To meet this test the manager of

the CIV must reasonably believe
that, should all of the assets of the
fund be liquidated and the proceeds
returned to investors at that point,
no more than 25% of the total value
so returned would not be subject to
UK tax in the hands of the investors
because of the allocation of taxing
rights under Double Tax Treaties. 

The exemption election has the effect of 
exempting the CIV and its subsidiaries 
from capital gains tax in relation to direct 
and indirect disposals of UK property. 
Instead tax is applied at investor level 
on disposals of interests by investors in 
the CIV and on returns of value from the 
CIV. Entities disposed of by an exempt
elected CIV will benefit from a market
value rebasing on disposal by that
CIV, thus eliminating the requirement
for latent CGT discounts and hence
preserving the value of the exemption
election for indirect disposals.

Once the election is made, the fund  
manager must commit to report certain  
information to HMRC on an annual basis.  
The election does not require unanimous  
investor consent and may therefore  
be used by widely held funds whose  
fund managers are willing to take on  
the additional reporting and compliance  
burden associated with making this  
election. In order to offer investors a  
structure that does not suffer iterative tax  
charges in relation to UK property gains  
and allows exempt investors to access  
this exemption.  

There is no time limit for making the 
election, but the election must specify 
the date from which it is to have effect, 
being a maximum of 12 months before 
it is made. The exemption election 
is revocable by fund managers, but 
a revocation will result in a deemed 
disposal and reacquisition of all investors 
interests in the CIV and any chargeable 
gain would result in an immediate tax 
charge for such investors. 

Where the qualifying conditions for the  
election cease to be met, there is also  
a deemed disposal and reacquisition of  
all investors interests in the CIV, but any  
tax on gains arising is held over until the  
investors receive funds in respect of their  
interest in the CIV, or if earlier, 3 years  
from the date of deemed disposal or the  
date of winding up of the fund. 
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VAT recovery in case of unsuccessful 
takeover and abortive sale 
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has delivered its judgments in relation to an abortive 
takeover in Ryanair Ltd (C-249/17; Ryanair) and an abortive sale of shares in C&D Foods Acquisition ApS (C-
502/17; C&D Foods). In this article, we set out the main principles laid down by the CJEU and provide practical 
perspectives for taxpayers involved in similar transactions. 

The key conclusions of these judgments  
are as follows: 
– Ryanair: a holding company, whose

takeover bid was unsuccessful, is
entitled to recover VAT incurred on
the services procured relating to
that unsuccessful takeover, provided
that it had the intention to carry out
taxable management services to the
target company.

– C&D Foods: a holding company, who
failed to find a buyer for its sale of
shares but which it had would have
used the proceeds of the sale to
reimbursing debts owed to a bank, is
not entitled to recover VAT incurred
on services in connection with such
an abortive sale on the grounds that
it does not amount to a supply within
the scope of VAT. 

HMRC’s current position on 
holding companies 

HMRC (VIT40600) sets out the following  
conditions for VAT to be recoverable by a  
holding company:  
– a holding company must be the

recipient of the supply. HMRC
consider that a holding company is
the recipient of the supply where
it has contracted for the supply,
including by novation and it has made
use of the supply, been invoiced and
paid for the supply.

– VAT can only be recovered if incurred
in the course of economic activity.
For management services provided
to be considered as an economic
activity, there must be a contractual
expectation that consideration will
be receiv ed from subsidiaries for
such services.

– the costs on which input tax is
incurred (including acquisition costs)
must have a direct and immediate
link to taxable supplies conducted
by a holding company as part of the
economic activity.

In addition, if the shareholding is acquired  
as a direct, continuous and necessary  
extension of a taxable economic activity  
of the holding company, the VAT incurred  
may also have a direct and immediate link  
to taxable supplies and be recoverable.  
In this context, there is no need for  
a specific supply (e.g . management  
services provided to the acquired  
business) to link the VAT costs to the  
existing economic activity. 
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CJEU judgment in Ryanair 

Facts 

During 2006, Ryanair launched a takeover  
bid to acquire another airline company,  
Aer Lingus, to which it intended to provide  
taxable management services. As part of  
the acquisition process, Ryanair incurred  
a significant amount of VAT relating to  
consultancy and other services. Due  
to competition law issues, Ryanair was  
only able to acquire a part of the share  
capital of the target company. It requested  
the deduction of VAT paid on the costs  
related to the unsuccessful takeover bid.  
However, the Irish Revenue refused to  
grant Ryanair the deduction thereof.  

Decision 

In the judgment, the Court analysed the  
issue in two steps: 
– is Ryanair a taxable person carrying

out an economic activity when it
incurs the costs?

– if so, is Ryanair entitled to recover
VAT based on such intention?

As regards the first question, the  
CJEU reiterated its well established  
jurisprudence that the mere acquisition  
and holding of shares does not constitute  
an economic activity for VAT purposes.  
By contrast, when the holding company  

is involded, directly or indirectly, in the  
management of its subsidiaries, it is seen  
as performing an economic activity for VAT  
purposes. In addition, the CJEU referred  
to the fact that the “intention” to make  
taxable supplies within the scope of VAT  
should as such be seen as part of the  
economic activity. In the case at hand, the  
CJEU concluded that Ryanair was acting  
as taxable person given its clear intention  
to provide management services to the  
(target) company.  

In relation to the second question  
addressing the right to recover VAT, the  
CJEU stated that VAT was recoverable  
insofar as Ryanair could evidence its  
intention to provide taxable management  
services to the target company. If so,  
there was a direct and immediate link  
between the services received by Ryanair  
regarding the (unsuccessful) takeover  
bid and the intention to make taxable  
management services.  

Take away points? 

The judgment upholds that, in principle,  
VAT should be recoverable in case of  
unsuccessful takeover bid. It further  
highlights the importance of: 
– properly documenting the “intention”

to make taxable management
services to the target prior to the
acquisition. It is recommended to
keep track of all correspondence,

minutes or any other document that  
support such an intention since – in  
case of an unsuccessful takeover – no  
taxable supply will actually be made.  

– ensuring that a link to taxable
supplies is captured at the time
VAT is incurred in order to meet the
“direct and immediate link” criterion.
Again, internal documentation will be
key here.

We must note though that HMRC accept  
that these conditions do not need to be  
met where “the shareholding is acquired  
as a direct, continuous and necessary  
extension” of a taxable economic activity  
of the holding company. This seems  
applicable when the holding company is a  
fully taxable person and intend to acquire  
a fully taxable business, such as the case  
in Ryanair. HMRC’s position in relation to  
partial exempt taxpayers seems unclear  
in this respect.   

CJEU judgment in C&D Foods 

Facts 

C&D Foods is the parent holding  
company of Arovit Holding, which in turn  
owned Arovit Petfood. C&D Foods was  
engaged in providing management and  
IT services to the latter. Kaupthing Bank,  
an unconnected third party, assumed  
ownership of the Arovit group upon a loan  
default. The bank intended to sell all of the  
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the shares in Arovit Petfood and use the 
proceeds to settle the debt. Consultants 
were engaged on C&D Foods’ behalf to 
advise on the sale process, but ultimately 
ended with no buyer being found. The 
question was whether C&D Foods 
had the right to deduct VAT on the due 
diligence advisory fees given that the 
proceeds of sale were to be used to repay 
the debt due. 

Decision 

In this judgment, the CJEU considered 
whether the relevant transactions fell 
within the scope of VAT. 

The CJEU referred to its previous 
judgments in which it held that a disposal, 
carried out in order to enable the parent 
company to restructure a group of 
companies, could be regarded as a 
transaction that consisted in obtaining 
income on a continuing basis from 
activities that went beyond the remit of 
the simple sale of shares. Accordingly, 
the CJEU found that that transaction 
had a direct link with the organisation 
of the activity carried out by the group 
and accordingly constituted the direct, 
permanent and necessary extension of 
the taxable activity of the taxable person 
and consequently came within the 
scope of VAT. 

In the present case, the proceeds from 
the disposal of shares were to be used to 
settle the debts owed to Kaupthing Bank, 
the new proprietor of the Arovit group. 
The CJEU said that such a sale cannot 
be deemed to be either a transaction for 
which the direct and exclusive reason 
is the taxable economic activity of C&D 
Foods, or a transaction constituting 
the direct, permanent and necessary 
extension of the taxable economic activity 
of that company. 

In those circumstances, the sale does 
not constitute a transaction consisting in 
obtaining income on a continuing basis 
from activities which go beyond the remit 
of the simple sale of shares. Accordingly, 
it does not come within the scope of 
VAT. It follows that the VAT relating to the 
disputed services is not deductible. 

Take away points? 

The judgment seems to suggest that VAT 
could be recoverable in a similar scenario 
if the proceeds of sale were used for the 
economic activity as a whole. One must 
therefore ensure that: 
– any VAT incurred is correctly charged

and to the right entity.

– there is appropriate
contemporaneous documentation
in place to evidence the intended
direct links to economic activity and
taxable supplies. 

– consideration is given not just to
the subjectively stated intentions of
the parties, but also to the objective
links between costs and planned
onward supplies. 

Kevin Carletti 
Director, Indirect Tax 
KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0) 20 7311 2383 
E: kevin.carletti@kpmg.co.uk 

Philippe Gamito 
Senior Manager, Indirect Tax 
KPMG in the UK 
T: + 44 (0) 20 7311 3595 
E: philippe.gamito@kpmg.co.uk 
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Proposed reform to stamp duty (shares) 
At Budget 2018, the government introduced a market value rule for stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax 
(SDRT) for transfers of listed shares to connected companies made on or after 29 October 2018. 

Since their inception, stamp duty and  
SDRT have generally only been charged on  
the actual consideration given (if any) by the  
buyer or transferee. The 2018 change was  
made by regulations to prevent forestalling.  
The Finance (No.3) Bill 2017-19 will, once  
enacted, give the rule permanent effect.  

The government also announced at Budget  
2018 that it would consult on extending  
the new market value rule to transfers of  
unlisted shares to connected parties other  
than companies. The consultation, which  
invites comments on making two other  
changes to the stamp duty and SDRT rules  
– the adoption of money or money’s worth 
as the meaning of chargeable consideration 
for stamp duty and the alignment of 
the stamp duty and SDRT treatment of 
contingent or uncertain consideration, is 
available here. The deadline for responding 
is 30 January 2019.

The three proposed changes are 
significant. Anyone involved in share 
transfers, either from a corporate or 

private client perspective, should become 
familiar with what is proposed. This 
article covers the proposed changes and 
speculates on what they might mean. 

Market value rule 

Other than for transfers of listed shares 
to connected companies and a clutch of 
limited exceptions, stamp duty and SDRT 
are only charged on the value or amount 
of the consideration given (if any) for the 
stock or securities transferred. That has 
been the basis of the stamp duty charge 
for more than 100 years and the basis 
of the SDRT charge for more than 30 
years. The introduction of a market value 
charge for connected party transfers 
would be consistent with acts taken 
by the government in 2015 and 2016 to 
ensure that stamp duty and SDRT are 
payable on corporate takeovers. But it is 
unclear whether particular transactions 
drove the decision to introduce a market 
value charge to prevent an imminent loss 
of revenue. It was not recommended 

by the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) 
in their 2017 report to ‘reform, digitise 
and simplify’ stamp duty on paper 
documents: click here. 

Some might say that introducing a market 
value charge merely means that stamp 
duty and SDRT will (finally) catch up with 
other taxes that already have such a 
charge. It is an anti-avoidance device and 
necessary to prevent the abuse of the 
current regime. Others might say that 
the specific mischief at which the rule is 
targeted should be made explicit so that 
the rules are designed narrowly so as 
to  minimise unintended consequences.  
Unless exceptions are made, as to which  
see in a moment, certain types of fund  
transitions and corporate reconstructions  
will probably be adversely affected.  
For example, certain types of mergers  
and demergers, including transfers by  
operation of law (universal succession),  
might become chargeable. 
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The consultation contains a list of  
transactions for which an exception to  
the market value rule should be given.  
The following are conspicuous by  
their absence:  
– Transfers between spouses or

civil partners; 

– Transfers in connection with divorce
or dissolution of a civil partnership;

– Transfers to trustees where the 
trustee is to hold the shares 
transferred in the course of a business 
carried on by it that consists of, or 
includes, the management of trusts;

– Transfers to trustees where the 
transferor is connected with the trustee 
only by reason of their relationship with 
the settlor of the trust;

– Transfers that are, or are part of,
a distribution of the assets of
a company (whether or not in
connection with its winding up); and

– Transfers on the vesting of property 
subject to a trust in the trustees of 
the trust on the appointment of a new 
trustee or in the continuing trustees 
on the retirement of a trustee.

The legislative change made in  
2016 unfairly impacts on partition  
demergers: see m y article in Taxation  
on 18 January 2018 entitled ‘Reversal of  
fortune’. That change was not informed  
by consultation. One hopes that the  

government will listen to concerns that 
a market value rule may cause similar 
unintended consequences. 

Money or money’s worth 

The other two proposed changes  
were included in the ‘non-core’  
recommendations made by the OTS. It  
is not clear whether they are the extent  
to which the OTS recommendations will  
be taken up or whether they are part of  
a transition to a radically different stamp  
duty regime. Time will tell. 

The next proposed change is to adopt  
the concept of ‘money or money’s worth’  
as the basis of the charge to stamp duty  
(where the market value does not bite).  
Presently, stamp duty is only based  
on cash, debt and shares. As both the  
OTS and consultation point out, certain  
transactions, especially fund transitions,  
benefit from the more limited stamp  
duty meaning. If a document is produced  
that is not ‘stampable’, such as a letter  
of direction, then the SDRT charge that  
would otherwise bite on the ‘money or  
money’s worth’ given would be cancelled.  
Examples include (but are not limited to): 
1.  In specie redemptions,

2. In specie surrenders, and

3. In specie contributions for
the issuance of units that
do not constitute ‘stock’ or
‘marketable securities ’.

The proposed alignment of the rules 
does not appear to be driven by a desire 
to increase revenue. So, in the absence 
of a positive policy intention to increase 
stamp duty revenue on such transactions, 
the change should be made on a revenue-
neutral basis by providing exceptions to 
transactions that, but for the exceptions, 
would be affected. 

Contingent or uncertain 
consideration 

The final proposed change is to the 
treatment of contingent or uncertain 
consideration. So far as stamp duty is 
concerned, this type of consideration 
is charged if there is a cap or collar or 
other prima facie sum stated in the 
share sale agreement. If there is not, 
the consideration is not charged. There 
is no provision for the consideration (and 
the amount of duty paid) to be ‘trued up’ 
after completion. This can work to the 
advantage of the taxpayer or HMRC. So 
far as SDRT is concerned, contingent or 
uncertain consideration must be valued 
and the tax applied to the ‘money’s worth’ 
aspect of the consideration. 

The government is proposing to align 
the treatment of contingent or uncertain 
consideration – possibly bringing stamp 
duty into line with SDRT or bringing both 
regimes into line with stamp duty land tax 
where there is a true up mechanism. 
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This will affect share sale agreements  
that make provision for an ‘earn-out’. The  
strategy of drafting earn-out clauses in  
an open-ended form will not be effective  
in saving stamp duty. It also means that  
there could be additional stamp duty  
compliance. The stock transfer form might  
need to be sent to HMRC for provisional  
stamping based on an estimate of the total  
consideration and then returned to HMRC  
for final stamping once the contingent or  
uncertain consideration is known. 

We would expect the government to  
publish a summary of the responses to  
the consultation and the government’s  
decisions on the final policy design no  
earlier than the summer of 2019; and  
for legislation making provision for the  
changes to be included in the Finance  
Bill 2020. We will keep you informed  
of de velopments.  
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Off-payroll working in the private sector – 
changes to IR35 from April 2020 
The off-payroll working rules for individuals who provide personal services via an intermediary will change for 
large and medium-sized businesses in the private sector from 6 April 2020. 

In a significant shift, these reforms will 
place the Employment Tax compliance 
burden on the agencies and companies 
which engage contractors who use 
Personal Service Companies (PSCs), 
and are expected by many to increase 
operating costs and compliance risks, 
which in turn could have implications 
from an M&A perspective as well. 

Overview 

The off-payroll working rules, commonly 
referred to as IR35 after HMRC’s 
press release that announced their 
introduction, have a straightforward 
aim. The rules are intended to prevent 
individuals from reducing income tax 
and National Insurance Contribution (NIC) 
liabilities, through what HMRC considers 
to be ‘disguised employment’, where 
an individual provides their services via 
a PSC, receiving payment in the form of 
dividends. 

However, in certain circumstances 
determining whether or not the IR35 
rules apply can be challenging. 

This article summarises how the IR35 
regime currently operates, and the 
challenges surrounding those rules. It 
then discusses the reforms which will 
take effect in the private sector from April 
2020, and the business issues that arise. 

To put this in context, we begin with a 
brief survey of recent developments. 

A brief history of IR35 

The off-payroll working rules were 
introduced in April 2000. Under this 
regime, where IR35 applies, the fees 
received by the worker’s PSC from the 
contracting company, are deemed to be 
employment income. On that basis, the 
PSC is responsible for operating PAYE/ 
NIC on those fees. 

Over the years, a significant practical 
challenge for HMRC in enforcing the 
legislation has been the requirement to 
police the thousands of PSCs responsible 
for applying the regime. 

The Government’s concern that this 
resulted in widespread non-compliance, 
and an apparent growth in the use 
of PSCs, led to HMRC launching a 
consultation in July 2015 on how to make 
the regime more effective.1 

This was followed by a detailed 
consultation on public sector reforms 
in 2016.2 In summary, this resulted in 
agencies and bodies which engage 
contractors in the public sector – rather 
than the PSCs – becoming responsible 
for applying IR35 from April 2017. 

However, the Government remained 
concerned that the regime was not 
working effectively in the private sector, 
with an estimate that only 10% of PSCs 
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that should be applying the IR35 rules 
were actually doing so. HM Treasury also 
estimated that without further action, 
the annual cost to the Exchequer would 
reach £1.3 billion by 2023/24.3  

Following a further consultation, at the 
2018 Budget it was announced that, in 
essence, the 2017 public sector reforms 
would be extended to the private sector 
from April 2020.4 

The new regime from 6 April 2020 

From 6 April 2020, responsibility for 
determining whether an engagement 
falls within the IR35 regime will move 
from the worker’s PSC to large or 
medium-sized businesses in the private 
sector. This includes cases where the 
PSC is engaged via an agency. 

Where an employment relationship is 
deemed to exist for IR35 purposes, the 
entity paying the PSC will be responsible 
for operating PAYE and NIC on payments 
made. This may be the business using the 
services of the contractor, or otherwise, 
where the end user instead contracts 
via an agency, then the agency will be 
responsible for operating PAYE and NIC 
based on the end user’s determination as 
to whether IR35 applies. 

Where contractors are engaged by a 
‘small’ business, responsibility for IR35 
compliance will remain with the PSC. The 
definitions of ‘small’, ‘medium’ and ‘large’ 
businesses for the purpose of these 
measures has yet to be determined. 
However the Government has indicated 
that it intends to use similar criteria to 
those found in Companies Act 2006. This 
suggests that a ‘small’ business would 
be one that satisfies at least two of the 
following conditions in the relevant year:5 

–  Turnover of not more than £10.2 million; 

–  Aggregate assets on the balance sheet  
of not more than £5.1 million; and 

–  Not more than 50 employees. 

Draft legislation will be published in 
summer 2019, following a second 
consultation to be held in spring 2019, 
and so only then will the finer details of 
the new rules (e.g. the penalty regime) 
become clear. 

Applying IR35 in practice 

Notwithstanding the above, the 
employment status tests which should 
be used to determine whether or not 
IR35 applies are not anticipated to 

change between now and April 2020, 
and so the basic application of the rules 
is at least understood. Using current 
legislation as our guide, IR35 should be 
applied where: 
–  There is an agreement between the 

end user and the PSC for the worker 
to provide personal services;6 and 

–  Had that agreement been between 
the worker and the end user, the 
worker would have been treated as 
an employee of the client for income 
tax purposes7 (the NIC rules are 
broadly similar). 

When applying this ‘deemed 
employment’ test, it is necessary to 
consider the relevant features of the 
arrangements between the worker and 
the end user and determine whether, 
in substance, the relationship is that 
of employer and employee, but for the 
existence of the PSC in between. 

These factors include: 
–  Mutuality of obligation (is the end 

user obliged to offer work and, if so, 
is the worker obliged to do it?); 

–  Whether the worker has a right of 
substitution or is obliged to perform 
the services themselves; 
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–  The level of supervision, direction 
or control the end user is able to 
exercise over the worker when 
carrying out their duties; and 

–  The level of integration into the end 
user’s business (i.e. whether the 
worker is in effect treated as though 
they were an employee). 

The case law from which these tests 
derive is complex, and the Courts have 
consistently held that these factors 
should be considered in the round, 
rather than being applied as a ‘bo x 
ticking’ exercise. 

The qualitative and subjective nature of 
these tests presents difficulties for both 
taxpayers and HMRC. 

Indeed, in the recent Christa Ackroyd 
Media Ltd case8 the Tribunal Judge 
stated that reaching a conclusion on 
these tests “is a value judgment … it 
is in the nature of a value judgement 
that dif ferent people may come to 
different conclusions”.9 

Where the compliance risks 
currently lie 

Whilst the compliance risk currently lies 
with the PSC, from April 2020 it will be 
the responsibility of the paying entity to 
operate PAYE/NIC in line with the end 
user’s status assessment. 

Whilst the detail of the new legislation will 
not be available until summer 2019, it is 
expected that if HMRC was to successfully 
challenge a failure to withhold, it would be 
the paying entity, and not the PSC, that 
HMRC would pursue for late payment 
of the relevant PAYE, NIC, interest and, 
potentially, penalties. 

What this means for affected 
businesses 

Clearly, all businesses that engage 
contractors and which will fall within the 
scope of the new rules will need to take 
steps to ensure they comply. 

Whilst the details of the new regime are 
not yet known, at this stage affected 
businesses can still take practical steps 
to prepare. These include: 
–  Engaging with key stakeholders in 

the business – for example, this 
may include HR; Tax; Procurement; 
Finance; the Senior Accounting 
Officer; and Departmental Heads; 

–  Identifying potentially affected 
contractors from across all parts of 
the business; 

–  Estimating any likely cost increases 
due to employer’s NIC and 
Apprenticeship Levy charges arising 
under IR35, and potential increases 
in contractors ’ rates; and 

–  Developing and implementing 
new sy stems and processes to 
ensure compliance. 

There are only 15 months until the 
legislation takes effect, and so early 
action is recommended to avoid a cliff-
edge scenario in April 2020. 

What this means for M&A 

The prospective changes also give rise 
to particular commercial considerations 
and tax risks in the context of 
M&A transactions.  

Commercially, businesses that are 
planning an exit in the next few years 
should assess how the new regime 
might affect their labour supply chain: 
what impact might an increased liability 
for employer’s NIC and contractors 
potentially adjusting their day rates in 
response to the new regime have on 
profitability and free cash flow? 

The same considerations will arise for 
large and medium-sized businesses 
that acquire a ‘small’ company which is 
particularly reliant on contractors – what 
impact will being brought within the 
new IR35 regime have on the target’s 
business when it is acquired by the larger 
group, and how might this affect what 
the purchaser would be prepared to pay? 

The due diligence risk is clear. Under 
the new regime, large and medium 
sized businesses that engage PSCs 
will be exposed to a new PAYE and 
NIC compliance risk where they fail 
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to withhold correctly, or where they 
have not taken reasonable care when 
assessing whether the rules apply to 
engagements through an agency (i.e. 
where an agency fails to operate PAYE 
and NIC based on an ‘unreasonable’ 
assessment by the client, the client and 
not the agency is at risk). 

This risk might be particularly acute  
for ‘small’ businesses, which will need  
to monitor when they cease to be  
‘small’ and f all within the scope of the  
new regime. 

What happens now? 

HMRC is expected to consult on the 
new regime in early 2019, with a 
view to publishing draf t legislation in 
the summer . 

Businesses that engage with 
contractors, or which might acquire 
such businesses, should monitor these 
developments in order to assess the 
labour supply chain risks, operational 
costs, and tax compliance risks that 
might arise. 
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IFRS 16 – Tax impact of changes to 
lease accounting 
A new lease accounting standard, IFRS 16, will become mandatory for entities using IFRS or FRS 101 for 
accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019. This article considers the possible impact for 
M&A deals. 

Summary of accounting changes 

IFRS 16 will require companies to bring  
most leases on-balance sheet from 2019,  
including leases which are currently  
classified as operating leases, for  
example, leases of land and buildings. 

Under this new standard, companies  
will recognise new assets and liabilities,  
bringing added transparency to the  
balance sheet. At present, many analysts  
adjust financial statements to reflect  
lease transactions that companies hold  
off-balance sheet (typically increasing  
fixed assets and debt by seven times the  
annual operating lease expense).  

For the first time, analysts will be able  
to see a company’s own assessment  
of its lease liabilities, calculated using  
the methodology under IFRS 16. All  
companies that lease assets are likely to  

see an increase in reported assets and 
liabilities. This will affect a wide variety of 
sectors, from airlines that lease aircraft to 
retailers that lease stores. The larger the 
lease portfolio, the greater the impact on 
key reporting metrics – on the balance 
sheet, companies will appear to be more 
asset-rich, but will also be more heavily 
indebted whilst on the income statement 
operating costs will decrease and will 
instead be replaced by depreciation of the 
right-of-use asset and a finance charge. 

Tax impact of IFRS 16 

Given the change will impact future  
periods, the area of focus for M&A  
transactions will be on budgeting and  
forecasting. In particular, the key tax  
issues will be: 
–  Impact on timing of tax deductions 

for lease rental payments and the 

impact on tax payments and tax 
cashflows; 

–  Current and deferred tax modelling 
and forecasting; and 

–  Modelling the interaction with the 
corporate interest restriction rules. 

Timing of tax deductions 

Addressing the first point, HMRC’s 
position is that they are keen to preserve 
the status quo. For lessees, this means 
maintaining the link between the 
accounting expense for leases and the 
tax deductions available. For example, 
where an operating lease of property 
is now brought on-balance sheet as a 
right-of-use asset, the depreciation charge 
and finance expense associated with this 
lease should be deductible in line with the 
accounting treatment. 
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This is likely to be different to the actual  
cash payments made to the landlord,  
particularly as IFRS 16 will front-load the  
lease rental expense. This is driven by  
the finance cost recognised on the lease  
liability, which is higher in earlier years  
than in later years. Whilst the aggregate  
expense under IFRS 16 throughout the  
lease term is the same as it would have  
been under the old lease accounting  
standard (IAS17), the front-loading effect  
of IFRS 16 could be significant for entities  
with long leases of land and buildings.  

From a tax viewpoint, this is good news  
for profitable entities who have significant  
operating lease commitments as they can  
accelerate tax deductions, compared to  
under IAS17. Deal teams should ensure  
the tax forecasts take into account the  
new expense profile under IFRS 16 when  
modelling tax deductions, and cash tax  
payments as this could significantly  
reduce the cash tax outflows as compared  
to the cash tax position under IAS17.  
Consideration should also be given to the  
new quarterly instalment payment rules  
which come into effect for accounting  
periods commencing on or after 1 April  
2019 – this requires larger companies to  
now pay all their estimated corporation  
tax liability entirely in the year, rather than  
splitting tax payments 50:50 within the  
year, then within four months after the  
end of the accounting period.  

Current and deferred tax modelling 

The impact of IFRS 16 goes beyond an  
acceleration of tax deductions. It will  
also impact current and deferred tax  
forecasts. Aside from the acceleration of  
tax deductions reducing the current tax  
charge in future periods, there are other  
ways tax forecasts could be impacted: 
–  Taxation of transitional adjustments; 

–  Subsidiaries using different GAAPs; 
and 

–  Overseas subsidiaries with different 
tax rules. 

In the UK, any transitional adjustments  
will not qualify for immediate tax relief  
under the change of basis rules – instead,  
any transitional adjustments arising from  
adoption of IFRS 16 will be spread over  
the weighted average of the remaining  
lease term. This is likely to give rise to a  
deferred tax asset upon transition.  

Deal teams will need insight into this  
spreading calculation as this will impact  
the rate of unwind of this deferred tax  
asset – in turn, this will impact the current  
tax forecasts and cash tax outflows.  

Regarding subsidiaries using accounting  
frameworks other than IFRS or FRS 101,  
it is likely that consolidation adjustments  
in respect of operating leases will be  
required to arrive at the consolidated  
balance sheet and income statement.  

These adjustments will need careful  
review for their deferred tax impact – if  
this is not correctly accounted for, the  
total tax charge (including the deferred tax  
charge/credit) could be mis-stated. This in  
turn could give rise to erroneous effective  
tax rate forecasts which are likely to be of  
importance to listed groups.  

Similarly, these rules describe only the UK  
tax changes. Thought should be given to  
how overseas subsidiaries will tax leases  
upon adoption of IFRS 16. This could have  
current and deferred tax impacts at a solo  
and consolidated level. 

Interaction with corporate interest 
restriction (CIR) rules 

Lessees adopting IFRS 16 will be required  
to classify the lease of each right-of-
use asset as either an ‘operating lease’  
or a ‘finance lease’ for CIR purposes.  
Practically, this lease classification  
would be done by applying the lease  
classification tests for lessees in FRS 102.  
Where the lease is classified as a finance  
lease, the finance expense would be  
included in the calculation of interest for  
CIR purposes. On the other hand, where  
the lease is classified as an operating  
lease, the finance expense arising from  
that lease would be excluded in the  
calculation of interest for CIR purposes,  
with the depreciation and finance charge  
instead being included in the calculation  
of t ax-EBITDA.  
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From a policy perspective, the intention  
of this draft legislation is to put lessees  
accounting under IFRS or FRS 101 in  
broadly the same tax position as similar  
entities accounting under FRS 102. For the  
purposes of CIR, this effectively creates a  
level playing field for lessees regardless of  
which accounting framework they use. 

An additional compliance burden will  
result as lessees under IFRS or FRS  
101 will need to separately classify  
their leases f or CIR purposes as either  
‘operating’ or ‘finance’ leases. The interest  
expense arising on the ‘operating’ leases  
must then be excluded in their calculation  
of interest for CIR purposes. For groups  
making the group ratio election, the extra  
compliance burden could be significant  
as separate records would need to be  
maintained for the worldwide group.  
Accounting systems might need to be   
adapted to flag suc h leases to enable  
groups to perform the necessary tax  
calculations for CIR purposes.  

This is mandatory and HMRC would  
expect groups to perform the calculations  
correctly, including those filing only  
abbreviated interest restriction returns.  

From a deal perspective, enquiries  
should be made on ho w groups will deal  
with this requirement and what systems  
and processes are in place to distinguish  
and track operating vs finance leases  
going forwards. 

Deal teams should also model the CIR  
position taking these new rules into  
account. For deals involving high leverage,  
accurate modelling using the figures  
under IFRS 16 plus systems to distinguish  
the two different types of leases will be  
vital for accurate tax forecasting and to  
ensure compliance with CIR in future. 
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Your contacts 

For more information, speak to one of the KPMG Advisers listed below, or your usual KPMG contact. 

Tax 

Philip Brook 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 4865 
E: philip.brook@kpmg.co.uk 

Tony Cheadle 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 4583 
E: tony.cheadle@kpmg.co.uk 

John Cox 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 4783 
E: john.cox@kpmg.co.uk 

Steven Heath 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)161 246 4087 
E: steven.heath@kpmg.co.uk 

Naz Klendjian 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 6509 
E: naz.klendjian@kpmg.co.uk 

Alistair Haley 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7694 4383 
E: alistair.haley@kpmg.co.uk 

Deal Advisory 

Richard Lee 
Associate Director – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 8215 
E: richard.o.lee@kpmg.co.uk 

Andrew Nicholson 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7694 3782 
E: andrew.nicholson@kpmg.co.uk 

Sanjay Thakkar 
Partner – KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0)20 7311 2755 
E: sanjay.thakkar@kpmg.co.uk 
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Find the insights, ideas and events to help your organisation 
succeed in the KPMG Preference Centre. Create an account 
to personalise kpmg.com/uk and subscribe to receive our 
thought leadership, insights and event invitations by email. 
Visit www.kpmg.co.uk/signup. 

kpmg.com/uk/mamatters 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual  
or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information  
is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information  
without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 
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